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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to the automated design of the initial conceptual database model. The UML activity diagram, as a frequently used business process modeling notation, is used as the starting point for the automated generation of the UML class diagram representing the conceptual database model. Formal rules for automated generation cover the automatic extraction of business objects and business process participants, as well as the automatic generation of corresponding classes and their associations. Based on these rules we have implemented an automatic generator and evaluated it on a real business model.
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1. Introduction

The database design process mainly undergoes the following phases: requirements analysis, conceptual design, logical design and physical design. The main goal of conceptual database design is to provide an overall description of data on a high level of abstraction in the entire system. The corresponding model is usually called the conceptual database model (CDM) and represents a semantic data model. The related literature is more focused on conceptual design than on other design phases, considering it to be the most important design phase since the following phases are usually straightforward transformations of the model from the previous one. Because of that, the automatization of CDM design has been the subject of research for many years.

Starting with Chen's eleven heuristic rules [10] for the translation of information requirements specified in a natural language (English) into an E-R diagram, a lot of research has been done in the field of natural language processing (NLP) on extracting knowledge from requirements specifications and automating CDM design. At present, a natural language is the most frequently used language for requirements specifications and the majority of approaches to automated CDM design are NLP-based approaches. However, the effectiveness and limitations of NLP-based approaches are usually deeply related to the source language since they depend on the size and complexity of the grammar used and the scope of lexicon. Consequently, the utilization of linguistics-based
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approaches, which are presently mainly related to the English and German languages, is questionable for other languages with more complex morphology and some non-NLP-based alternatives are more desirable.

Currently, there are several non-NLP-based alternatives to the automated CDM design, such as approaches taking a collection of forms [36, 3, 11, 12, 21] or diagrammatic requirements models [1] as the basis for automated design instead of requirements specifications expressed in a natural language. There are also several proposals taking business process models [15, 19, 32, 31, 7] as the starting basis, but with modest achievements in automated CDM generation. A more detailed overview of the related work is provided later in the paper.

The fact that business modeling and database design often use different notations, which usually don’t conform to the same or common metamodel, poses a particular problem and challenge in the automated CDM design based on a business model. Business modeling is usually characterized by process-oriented notations, such as IDEF0 [24], EPC [35], Petri nets [30], BPMN [39], etc. On the other hand, the E-R notation, introduced by Chen [9], or one of its modifications such as IE [22], is traditionally used for conceptual database modeling, while the development of UML has seen an increasing use of the UML class diagram as well [23]. Different, i.e. non-harmonized notations are one of the reasons for a fairly small number of papers in the field. One of the ways to overcome this problem is the use of UML for both business modeling and database design. In this paper we present an approach to the automated design of the initial CDM\(^1\) using the unified UML-based notation.

Another reason for the fairly small number of papers in the field, besides different and/or non-harmonized notations, is related to the semantic capacity of business models which has not been completely explored yet and should be exploited for the automated CDM design. Inspired by [15] and some subsequent proposals [4, 31, 37, 7, 6, 5], in this paper we explore the semantic capacity of the business process model represented by the UML activity diagram (AD), and define the formal rules for automated design of the initial CDM represented by the UML class diagram (CD). The proposed approach is based on: (i) automatic extraction of business entities (participants and objects) from the source AD, and (ii) automatic generation of corresponding classes and their associations (participant-object and object-object associations) in the target CD.

This paper is structured as follows. After the introduction, the second section presents the AD as the source model, while the third section presents the CD as the target model. The fourth section presents an analysis of the semantic capacity of the AD, and provides the formal rules for automated generation of the initial CDM. The experimental results, including qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the implemented automated CDM generator, are given in the fifth section. The sixth section presents the related work. Finally, we conclude the paper and highlight the directions for further research.

\(^1\) Since the presented approach is currently focused on the automated generation of proper structure of the target data model that could be refined manually afterwards, we use the term initial CDM.
2. Detailed Activity Diagram

The AD is a widely accepted business process modeling notation [20] and there are a large number of papers dealing with the formalization of semantics and the suitability analysis of the AD for business modeling [34]. The very rich semantics of the AD allows modeling business processes at different levels of abstraction and detail, from the macroactivity diagram, used in developing the initial business model for the rough specification of a business process, to the detailed activity diagram, used for the detailed specification of a business process in later stages of business modeling.

In this paper we consider a detailed activity diagram (DAD) which represents activities at least at complete level (related excerpt from the UML superstructure [28] is shown in Fig. 1), i.e.

- each step in the realization of the given business process is represented by a corresponding action node (OpaqueAction) and will be shortly referred to as action in the rest of the paper;
- each action is performed by a particular business process participant that plays some business role modeled by a corresponding activity partition (usually called swimlane). In the rest of the paper, a business process participant is shortly referred to as participant. It can be external (e.g. buyer, customer, etc.) or internal (e.g. business worker, working group, organization unit, etc.). Since the responsibility of a particular participant (i.e. corresponding business role) is modeled with one swimlane, we have as many swimlanes as there are different participants involved in the process represented by the given DAD;
- each action may have a number of inputs and/or outputs represented by object nodes (CentralBufferNode) that can be in different states in the given business process. In the rest of the paper they are referred to as input objects and output objects, respectively;
- objects and actions are connected with object flows (ObjectFlow). An object flow is a kind of activity edge which is directed from an input object toward the corresponding action (input object flow) or from an action toward the corresponding output object (output object flow); and
- each object flow has a weight attribute, whose value is by default one. In UML semantics, the object flow weight represents the minimum number of tokens that must traverse the edge at the same time. We assume that the weight of an object flow represents the total number of objects required for an action if they are input objects, or the total number of objects created in an action if they are output objects. An unlimited weight (*) is used if the number of input/output objects is not a constant.

The fact that an action is performed by some participant is represented in both corresponding DAD elements, i.e. the inPartition attribute of the corresponding action contains the identifier of the related swimlane, while the node attribute of the given swimlane contains the identifiers of all actions performed by the given participant.
The fact that an action has an input object is represented in all three corresponding DAD elements, i.e. the source and target attributes of the given input object flow contain the identifiers of the given object and action, respectively, while the outgoing attribute of the given object and the incoming attribute of the given action contain the identifier of the given input object flow.

The fact that an action has an output object is similarly represented, i.e. the source and target attributes of the given output object flow contain the identifiers of the given action and object, respectively, while the outgoing attribute of the given action and the incoming attribute of the given object contain the identifier of the given output object flow.

Based on the previous description of business process representation by the AD, the DAD can be formally defined as follows.

**Definition 1.** *(Detailed activity diagram)* Let \( P, A, O \) and \( F \) be sets of participants, actions, objects and object flows in some business process, respectively. The detailed activity diagram, denoted by \( \text{DAD}(P, A, O, F) \), is a UML activity diagram with the following properties:

1. each action \( a \in A \) is performed by only one participant \( p \in P \), i.e.
   \[
   \forall p \in P, \forall a \in A \mid a \in \text{node}(p) \Rightarrow \text{inPartition}(a) = \{ p \};
   \]
2. each input object flow \( if \in F_I \subseteq F \) is an object flow directed from exactly one input object \( io \in O_I \subseteq O \) toward exactly one action \( a \in A \), i.e.
   \[
   \forall io \in O_I, \forall a \in A, \forall if \in F_I \mid if \in \text{outgoing}(io) \land if \in \text{incoming}(a) \Rightarrow \text{source}(if) = io \land \text{target}(if) = a;
   \]
3. each output object flow \( of \in F_O \subseteq F \) is an object flow directed from exactly one action \( a \in A \) toward exactly one output object \( oo \in O_O \subseteq O \), i.e.
   \[
   \forall a \in A, \forall oo \in O_O, \forall of \in F_O \mid of \in \text{outgoing}(a) \land of \in \text{incoming}(oo) \Rightarrow \text{source}(of) = a \land \text{target}(of) = oo.
   \]
Figure 2 depicts the sample DAD that will be used throughout this paper as the source business process model. Although it represents a simplified version of the DAD representing the typical business process of order acquisition followed by the delivery of ordered items, it is sufficiently illustrative to cover the most important concepts and basic rules for automated CDM design.

Although the presented workflow is quite intuitive, we still provide a short description. The given business process starts with the customer's request for a new order delivery. Based on that request, the commercial creates a corresponding new order header containing all relevant data and allows the customer to specify order details based on catalog items. After that, the commercial confirms the specified order details and makes the decision. If the order is acceptable, the order header will be marked as accepted. Otherwise, it will be canceled. After the order is accepted, the stockman collects stock items for all confirmed order details. All prepared items will be controlled and packed into a
single delivery and delivered by the driver. Finally, the given business process ends with the reception of the delivery by the corresponding customer.

3. Class Diagram as the Initial CDM

We use the CD to represent the CDM in an attempt to unify notations for both business modeling and CDM design. The UML metamodel excerpt from the UML infrastructure [27], required for the representation of the CDM, is shown in Fig. 3.

Since the target CD is to represent the conceptual model of a relational database, each generated class will not contain operations, but only a set of owned attributes (data members). Since the presented approach is currently focused on automated generation of proper structure of the target model, each generated class will, if necessary, contain only one attribute named \( id \), which represents a primary key. Additionally, all generated associations will be binary associations.

Definition 2. (Conceptual database model) Let \( \mathcal{E} \) and \( \mathcal{R} \) be sets of classes and their associations, respectively. The conceptual database model, denoted by \( CDM(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{R}) \), is a UML class diagram with the following properties:

1. each entity set is modeled by a corresponding class \( e \in \mathcal{E} \) of the same name, whose each ownedAttribute (property) corresponds to an attribute of the given entity set, and
2. each relationship is modeled by a corresponding binary association \( r \in \mathcal{R} \) of the same name, whose two memberEnd attributes (property) represent source and target association ends with the appropriate multiplicity corresponding to respective relationship cardinalities.

Fig. 3. UML metamodel [27] excerpt for CDM representation
4. Semantic capacity of DAD and rules for CDM design

This section presents an analysis of the semantic capacity of the DAD for automated generation of the CDM. Formal rules cover the extraction of business entities (participants and objects) from the DAD and automated generation of corresponding classes and their associations. At present, we distinguish two groups of associations. The first group are participant-object associations generated based on the actions performed by a particular participant on concrete object(s). The second group are object-object associations generated for the actions that have both input and output objects.

4.1. Automated extraction of participants

Each business role in the given business process is represented by a corresponding swimlane in the DAD and there are as many swimlanes as there are different types of participants involved in the process. For example, in the sample DAD there are four different roles. The CUSTOMER is an external role, while the COMMERCIAL, STOCKMAN and DRIVER are internal roles.

Each role is performed by a particular participant. With time, i.e. with multiple executions of the given business process, the same role may/will be performed by many different participants. External roles are a typical example. In the sample DAD, the CUSTOMER is an abstraction of all customers. For example, in one instance of the business process we have one particular customer, but in some other subsequent execution, the customer could be some other person or company. Similarly, the given business system may have many workers/units performing the same internal role. For example, the given business system may have many drivers. In each execution of the sample business process, one of them plays the DRIVER role and delivers items to the particular customer. In some other case, some other driver will deliver ordered items to the same or some other customer.

To conclude, each role is an abstraction of a number of entities of the same type. That implies that each role should be represented by the corresponding entity type in the target CDM, i.e. each swimlane (participant) from the DAD is to be mapped into the corresponding class of the same name in the target CDM, which is formally expressed by the next rule.

Rule 1. (Extraction of participants) Rule $T_P$ maps participant $p \in \mathcal{P}$ into class $e_p \in \mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{E}$:

$$T_P : \text{DAD}(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{O}, \mathcal{F}) \mapsto \text{CDM}(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{R}) \ \overset{def}{\iff} \ e_p = T_P(p)$$

$$T_P(p) \overset{def}{=} e_p \mid (\text{name}(e_p) = \text{name}(p)).$$

Set $\mathcal{E}_P$ of classes generated for all $p \in \mathcal{P}$ is as follows:

$$\mathcal{E}_P = \left\{ e_p \in \mathcal{E} \mid e_p = T_P(p), \ p \in \mathcal{P} \right\}.$$

Application of the previous rule to the sample DAD is to result in the creation of four classes: CUSTOMER, COMMERCIAL, STOCKMAN and DRIVER.
4.2. Automated extraction of objects

During the execution of a business process, participants perform actions and use different objects. We distinguish two categories of objects.

The first category is generated objects, i.e. objects created in the given process. For example, the Request object is one of generated objects in the sample DAD, since it is created by a particular customer. In each subsequent execution of the given business process, one new request will be created by the same or some other customer. Other generated objects in the sample DAD are: OrderHeader, OrderDetail and Delivery.

After they are created, generated objects may appear to be the input objects in other actions that may use them to create some other generated objects (e.g. an order header is created based on the customer’s request) or change their states (e.g. after the specification, each order detail is to be confirmed by the commercial).

The second category is existing objects, i.e. objects that are not created in the given process but in some other process. They exist independently of the given business process. Such objects can be used for the creation of generated objects. For example, in the sample DAD, the CatalogItem is one type of existing objects which are used for the order details specification by the customer (each order detail is specified based on one catalog item). Existing objects may also be modified (may change their states) by the execution of some action, like the StockItem objects which are collected by the stockman and later packed into the delivery.

Based on the previous considerations we can formally define existing and generated objects, since that is important for further DAD analysis.

**Definition 3.** (Existing object) Existing object $eo \in O_X \subseteq O$ is an object which is not created in the given process but in some other process, i.e.

\[ \forall eo \in O_X \Rightarrow \exists of \in F_O \mid target(of) = eo, \]

or alternatively

\[ eo \in O_X = \{ o \in O \mid incoming(o) = \emptyset \}. \]

**Definition 4.** (Generated object) Generated object $go \in O_G \subseteq O$ is an object created in the given process, that is an object which is not “existing”, i.e.

\[ go \in O_G = \{ o \in O \mid o \notin O_X \}. \]

In each execution of the given business process, participants deal with one or many (specified by the weight attribute of the corresponding object flow) instances of the specified objects. Even in case of manipulation with one single instance, in the course of time, i.e. with multiple executions of the given business process, many instances of particular object type will be used. To conclude, each object is an abstraction of many entities of the same type. That implies that each object should be represented by the corresponding entity type in the target CDM, i.e. each generated and each existing object from the DAD is to be mapped into a corresponding class of the same name in the target CDM, which is formally expressed by the next rule.
Rule 2. (Extraction of objects) Rule $T_O$ maps object $o \in O$ into class $e_O \in E_O \subseteq E$:

$$T_O : DAD(\mathcal{P}, A, O, \mathcal{F}) \mapsto CDM(E, R) \overset{def}{=} e_O = T_O(o)$$

Set $\mathcal{E}_O$ of classes created for all generated and existing objects $o \in O_G \cup O_X$ in the given business process is as follows:

$$\mathcal{E}_O = \{ e_O \in \mathcal{E} \mid e_O = T_O(o), \ o \in O_G \cup O_X \}.$$  

Application of the previous rule to the sample DAD is to result in the creation of four classes for generated objects: Request, OrderHeader, OrderDetail and Delivery, as well as two classes for existing objects: CatalogItem and StockItem.

4.3. Automated generation of participant-object associations

The first group of associations is participant-object associations which can be generated based on the actions that participants perform on objects. There are several typical patterns in the DAD that should be analyzed taking into account the distinction between generated and existing objects.

**Participant-generated object associations.** Firstly, we will consider the associations of classes representing participants and generated objects.

As defined earlier, a generated object is an object which is created in some action performed by a particular participant. In the given business process, some action may result in the creation of one or many generated objects of the same type (Fig. 4a), as specified by the weight attribute of the corresponding output object flow. In the course of time, i.e. with multiple executions of the given business process, the same or some other participant playing the same role will create many generated objects of the same type. Each generated object depends on exactly one participant that performs the given action and creates such object(s). This implies that such action is to be mapped from the DAD into the binary association of classes corresponding to the particular participant and generated object in the target CDM with the “1:*” cardinality. For example, in the sample DAD, some customer requests a new delivery by issuing a new request. With time, the same customer may have many requests and all these requests will be related only to this customer.

The first rule for automated generation of associations between classes corresponding to participants and generated objects defines the mapping of actions that create objects into corresponding associations. Consequently, these associations in the target CDM represent the fact that some objects are created by a particular participant.\(^2\)

\(^2\) Each of these associations may have their own attributes (i.e. timestamp, etc.). Due to the “1:*” cardinality, all these attributes will be attributes of the classes corresponding to the generated objects. Presently, we are focused on the proper structure of the target CDM and automated generation of attributes will be part of our future work.
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Rule 3. (Creation of objects) Let action \( a \in A \), performed by participant \( p \in P \), create object \( o \in O \). Rule \( T_{PGO} \) maps triplet \( \langle p, a, o \rangle \) into association \( r_{PGO} \in R_{PGO} \subseteq R \) between classes \( e_P \) and \( e_G \) corresponding to the given participant and generated object, respectively:

\[
T_{PGO} : DAD(P, A, O, F) \rightarrow CDM(E, R) \quad \overset{def}{=} \quad r_{PGO} = T_{PGO}(\langle p, a, o \rangle)
\]

\[
T_{PGO}(\langle p, a, o \rangle) \overset{def}{=} r_{PGO} \mid \left( \text{name}(r_{PGO}) = \text{name}(a) \land \right.
\]

\[
\left. \text{memberEnd}(r_{PGO}) = \{\text{source}, \text{target}\} \mid \text{type}(\text{source}) = e_P \land \text{multiplicity}(\text{source}) = 1 \land \right.
\]

\[
\left. \text{type}(\text{target}) = e_G \land \text{multiplicity}(\text{target}) = * \right).
\]

Let \( O_{GO}(a) \subseteq O \) be the set of all generated objects of action \( a \in A \). Then set \( R_{PGO}(a) \) of all “participant-generated object” associations, generated for all \( o \in O_{GO}(a) \) for the given action \( a \in A \), is as follows:

\[
R_{PGO}(a) = \left\{ r_{PGO} \in R \mid r_{PGO} = T_{PGO}(\langle p, a, o \rangle), \ o \in O_{GO}(a) \right\}.
\]

Total set \( R_{PGO} \) of “participant-generated object” associations representing facts of object creation for the entire DAD represents the union of all \( R_{PGO}(a) \) sets

\[
R_{PGO} = \bigcup_{a \in A} R_{PGO}(a).
\]

Application of the previous rule to the sample DAD will result in the creation of associations for the following triplets: \(<\text{CUSTOMER}, \text{Requesting}, \text{Request}>\>, \(<\text{COMMERCIAL}, \text{HeaderCreation}, \text{OrderHeader}>\>, \(<\text{CUSTOMER}, \text{Specification}, \text{OrderDetail}>\> \text{ and } \(<\text{STOCKMAN}, \text{Pack&Control}, \text{Delivery}>\>.

Fig. 4. Typical DAD patterns for generated objects and mapping into CDM
Each generated object may appear to be the input object in some other action performed by the same participant (Fig. 4b). In the course of time, the given participant will perform such action many times and each time on a different input object generated in some previous action. This implies that such action is to be mapped from the DAD into the binary association of classes corresponding to the given participant and given input object in the target CDM with the "1:*" cardinality. For example, in the sample DAD, the customer receives delivery. With time, the same customer may receive many deliveries and all these deliveries will be related only to this customer.

More generally, each generated object may constitute the input object in several different actions performed by the same participant (Fig. 4c) or some other participants (Fig. 4d). For example, in the sample DAD, the order header is the input object in several subsequent actions: it is used for specification of order details (performed by the customer), it is the subject of cancelation or acceptance (performed by the commercial), and it is also used for preparing delivery (performed by the stockman). Based on the previous considerations, each of these actions with the same input generated object(s), is to be mapped into the binary association of classes corresponding to the particular participant and given input object(s) in the target CDM with the "1:*" cardinality.

The second rule for the automated generation of associations between classes corresponding to participants and generated objects defines the mapping of actions with generated objects as inputs into corresponding associations. Consequently, these associations in the target CDM represent the fact that some generated objects are used by a particular participant.

**Rule 4. (Usage of generated objects)** Let action \( a \in A \), performed by participant \( p \in P \), have generated input object \( o \in O_G \). Rule \( T_{PGI} \) maps triplet \( \langle p, a, o \rangle \) into association \( r_{PGI} \in R_{PGI} \subseteq R \) between classes \( e_P \) and \( e_G \) corresponding to the given participant and input object, respectively:

\[
T_{PGI} : DAD(P, A, O, G) \rightarrow CDM(E, R) \quad \text{def} \quad r_{PGI} = T_{PGI}(\langle p, a, o \rangle)
\]

\[
T_{PGI}(\langle p, a, o \rangle) \quad \text{def} \quad r_{PGI} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{name}(r_{PGI}) = \text{name}(a) \wedge \\
\text{memberEnd}(r_{PGI}) = \{\text{source}, \text{target}\} |\\
\text{type}(\text{source}) = e_P \wedge \text{multiplicity}(\text{source}) = 1 \wedge \\
\text{type}(\text{target}) = e_G \wedge \text{multiplicity}(\text{target}) = *
\end{array} \right.
\]

Let \( O_{GZ}(a) \subseteq O \) be the set of all generated input objects of action \( a \in A \). Then set \( R_{PGI}(a) \) of all "participant-generated object" associations, generated for all \( o \in O_{GZ}(a) \) for the given action \( a \in A \), is as follows:

\[
R_{PGI}(a) = \left\{ r_{PGI} \in R \mid r_{PGI} = T_{PGI}(\langle p, a, o \rangle), \quad o \in O_{GZ}(a) \right\}.
\]

Total set \( R_{PGI} \) of "participant-generated object" associations representing facts of generated objects usages for the entire DAD represents the union of all \( R_{PGI}(a) \) sets

\[
R_{PGI} = \bigcup_{a \in A} R_{PGI}(a).
\]
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Finally, total set \( R_{PG} \) of “participant-generated object” associations for the entire DAD represents the union of the \( R_{PGO} \) and \( R_{PGI} \) sets

\[
R_{PG} = R_{PGO} \cup R_{PGI}.
\]

Some action having a generated object as an input object may change its state and such object can be used in other subsequent actions. For example, in the sample DAD, the commercial accepts an order header changing its state from new to accepted and that accepted order header is later used for preparing delivery. It is the same generated object, but in different states. Different states are represented by different attribute values and don’t affect the structure of the target CDM. That implies that the previous rule is relevant for all generated input objects regardless of their states\(^3\). In this way, application of the previous rule to the sample DAD will result in the creation of associations for the following triplets: \(<COMMERCIAL, HeaderCreation, Request>\), \(<CUSTOMER, Specification, OrderHeader>\), \(<COMMERCIAL, Confirmation, OrderDetail>\), \(<COMMERCIAL, Cancelation, OrderHeader>\), \(<COMMERCIAL, Acceptance, OrderHeader>\), \(<STOCKMAN, Collecting, OrderDetail>\), \(<STOCKMAN, Pack&Control, OrderHeader>\), \(<DRIVER, Delivering, Delivery>\) and \(<CUSTOMER, Reception, Delivery>\).

**Participant-existing object associations.** As earlier defined, existing objects are objects which are not created in the given business process, but in some other process. We distinguish three typical usages of existing objects.

Firstly, they may be used as input objects in actions without changing their state, i.e. actions which result in creating generated objects based on existing objects. Such existing object in the sample DAD is the CatalogItem used for the specification of order details. The statement that some participant uses some existing object for the creation of some generated object contains three main facts: (i) participant creates some new object, (ii) some new object will be generated based on some existing object, and (iii) participant uses some existing object. Each fact can be represented by a corresponding association. However, these three facts are not mutually independent and just two associations will suffice. The third association will be redundant (if we know that the given customer specified the order details based on catalog items, we indirectly know that (s)he used those catalog items). The first fact has been already covered by the rule for the automated generation of participant-generated object associations. The second fact is more significant than the third fact and will be represented by an object-object association\(^4\). Consequently, there is no need for the automated generation of association of classes corresponding to the given participant and such existing object.

\(^3\) It is possible that the state of some generated object is not specified at all. For example, some object is naturally in state new after the creation, but that doesn’t need to be explicitly specified.

\(^4\) Automated generation of object-object associations is the subject of the next section.
An Approach to Automated Conceptual Database Design

The second typical usage of existing objects is the activation. It represents the fact that some existing object(s) constitute(s) the input in some action that changes its/their state. This implies that the given action has the input and output objects of the same name. The input object state (initial state of the given existing object(s) before the execution of the given action) is typically not depicted, while the output object state (state of the given object(s) after the action execution) is typically depicted, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Collecting stock items is an example of the existing object activation in the sample DAD. The stockman collects stock items and prepares them for packing and delivering. (S)he takes the items from the stock and changes their state into prepared.

The term activation is used for two reasons: (i) such objects exist independently of the given business process in some idle state before the activation, and (ii) typically (but not necessarily), activation represents the initial usage of such existing objects in the business process, since the activated existing objects, after the activation, usually constitute the input objects in subsequent actions.

Definition 5. (Existing object activation) Let \( \mathcal{O}_I(a) \) and \( \mathcal{O}_O(a) \) represent the sets of input and output objects of action \( a \in A \), respectively. Action \( a \), performed by participant \( p \in P \), represents the activation \( \alpha(p, a, eo) \) of existing object \( eo \in \mathcal{O}_I(a) \) if there is an output object \( oo \in \mathcal{O}_O(a) \) such that \( \text{name}(oo) = \text{name}(eo) \).

By performing an activation, the given participant may activate one or many existing objects of the given type (specified by the weight attribute of the corresponding object flows). With time, the same participant may activate many existing objects. On the other hand, the same existing object(s) is/are activated by one participant in the given business process, but with time, it is possible that the same existing object will be activated many times by many different participants (some book in the library may be borrowed many times by many library members). Consequently, if we consider activation as a relationship between participants and existing objects, then its cardinality is "*:*". Since activation typically has its own attributes (e.g., state attributes, activation timestamp, etc.), we will not represent it as an association whose source and target end multiplicities equal "*", but as a separate class associated with both corresponding classes (participant and object) by two "*:1" associations (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Existing object activation and corresponding CDM representation
Rule 5. **(Activation of existing objects)** Composite rule $T_{PE,A}$, consisting of three rules $T^{(1)}_{PE,A}$, $T^{(2)}_{PE,A}$ and $T^{(3)}_{PE,A}$, defines the mapping of activation $\alpha(p,a,eo)$ into a corresponding activation class and its associations.

**Rule $T^{(1)}_{PE,A}$** maps activation $\alpha(p,a,eo)$ into activation class $e_A \in E_A \subseteq E$:

$T^{(1)}_{PE,A} : DAD(P,A,O,F) \rightarrow CDM(E,R)$ \iff $e_A = T^{(1)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo))$

$T^{(1)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo)) \triangleq e_A \mid (name(e_A) = name(eo) + name(a))$

**Rule $T^{(2)}_{PE,A}$** maps activation $\alpha(p,a,eo)$ into association $r_{PA} \in R_{PA} \subseteq R$ between classes $e_P$ and $e_A$ corresponding to the given participant and activation, respectively:

$T^{(2)}_{PE,A} : DAD(P,A,O,F) \rightarrow CDM(E,R)$ \iff $r_{PA} = T^{(2)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo))$

$T^{(2)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo)) \triangleq r_{PA} \mid (\{name(r_{PA}) = name(a) \land (memberEnd(r_{PA}) = \{source,target\} \mid type(source) = e_P \land multiplicity(source) = 1 \land type(target) = e_A \land multiplicity(target) = *)\})$

**Rule $T^{(3)}_{PE,A}$** maps activation $\alpha(p,a,eo)$ into association $r_{EA} \in R_{EA} \subseteq R$ between classes $e_X$ and $e_A$ corresponding to the given existing object and activation, respectively:

$T^{(3)}_{PE,A} : DAD(P,A,O,F) \rightarrow CDM(E,R)$ \iff $r_{EA} = T^{(3)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo))$

$T^{(3)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo)) \triangleq r_{EA} \mid (\{name(r_{EA}) = name(a) \land (memberEnd(r_{EA}) = \{source,target\} \mid type(source) = e_X \land multiplicity(source) = 1 \land type(target) = e_A \land multiplicity(target) = *)\})$

Let $\mathcal{X}$ be the set of all activations $\alpha(p,a,eo)$ in the given $DAD(P,A,O,F)$. The $E_A$, $R_{PA}$ and $R_{EA}$ sets of classes and corresponding associations, created for all activations $\alpha(p,a,eo) \in \mathcal{X}$, are as follows:

$E_A = \{e_A \in E \mid e_A = T^{(1)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo)), \alpha(p,a,eo) \in \mathcal{X}\}$,

$R_{PA} = \{r_{PA} \in R \mid r_{PA} = T^{(2)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo)), \alpha(p,a,eo) \in \mathcal{X}\}$,

$R_{EA} = \{r_{EA} \in R \mid r_{EA} = T^{(3)}_{PE,A}(\alpha(p,a,eo)), \alpha(p,a,eo) \in \mathcal{X}\}$.

There is only one activation $<STOCKMAN,Collecting,StockItem>$ in the sample DAD. Application of the $T_{PE,A}$ rule will result in the creation of an activation class (StockItem_Collecting) as well as two associations with classes corresponding to the given participant ($<STOCKMAN,StockItem_Collecting>$) and existing object ($<StockItem,StockItem_Collecting>$).

The third typical usage of an existing object appears after activation when the activated existing object constitutes the input object in some subsequent actions performed by the same and/or some other participant(s), as illustrated
Fig. 6. Usage of activated existing object and mapping into CDM

in Fig. 6. For example (sample DAD), after collecting, stock items are prepared (i.e. activated from the stock) for packing and constitute the input objects in the subsequent Pack&Control action.

If an activated existing object constitute the input object in some subsequent action, then the given activated object is related to exactly one participant who performs that action. With time, the given participant will perform such action many times. Each time it may be performed on the same existing object, but also on some other activated existing object of the same type (e.g. the same library member may borrow the same book many times, as well as many different books). This implies that the cardinality of the relationship between the given participant and activated existing object is to be "1:*". To be able to define the formal rule that maps such action into the association of corresponding classes, the target class that corresponds to the given activated existing object is to be determined. The given participant performs the action with some concrete existing input object that was previously activated, i.e. (s)he is not related to any object of the given type, but to the particular activated object. This implies that the target class should be the class corresponding to the activation of the given object, but not the class representing all objects of the given type.

Associated activation class, representing the fact of activation of existing objects of the given type, is a weak entity type since each activation existentially depends on some concrete existing object. The primary key of this entity set will consist of the existing object identifier (i.e. primary key of the existing object) and some discriminator (e.g. activation timestamp). Each activation also depends on some concrete participant, but not existentially (if we suppose a slightly different business process metamodel that enables models containing only actions and objects, but without participants, activation will depend only on the existing object, i.e there is no activation without some existing object). Since the associated activation class contains complete identity information about the activated objects, as well as a set of other attributes representing the state of the activated objects, we can conclude that the associated activation class constitutes the relevant representation of the activated existing objects.
Consequently, an action representing the usage of activated existing object(s) in the DAD is to be mapped into the binary association of classes corresponding to the particular participant and activation of the given input existing object(s) in the target CDM with the "1:*" cardinality (Fig. 6).

**Rule 6. (Usage of activated existing objects)** Let action \( a \in A \), performed by participant \( p \in P \), have activated existing input object \( o \in O \). Rule \( T_{PEI} \) maps triplet \( \langle p, a, o \rangle \) into association \( r_{PEI} \in R_{PEI} \subseteq R \) between classes \( e_P \) and \( e_A \) corresponding to the given participant and activation of the existing input object, respectively:

\[
T_{PEI} : DAD(P,A,O,F) \mapsto CDM(E,R) \quad \text{def} \quad r_{PEI} = T_{PEI}(\langle p, a, o \rangle)
\]

\[
T_{PEI}(\langle p, a, o \rangle) \overset{\text{def}}{=} r_{PEI} \mid \begin{cases}
\text{name}(r_{PEI}) = \text{name}(a) \land \\
\text{memberEnd}(r_{PEI}) = \{\text{source}, \text{target}\} \land \\
\text{type(source)} = e_P \land \text{multiplicity(source)} = 1 \land \\
\text{type(target)} = e_A \land \text{multiplicity(target)} = *
\end{cases}
\]

Let \( O_A(a) \subseteq O \) be the set of all activated existing input objects of action \( a \in A \). Then set \( R_{PEI}(a) \) of all "participant-existing object" associations, generated for all \( o \in O_A(a) \) for the given action \( a \in A \), is as follows:

\[
R_{PEI}(a) = \left\{ r_{PEI} \in R \mid r_{PEI} = T_{PEI}(\langle p, a, o \rangle), \; o \in O_A(a) \right\}
\]

Total set \( R_{PEI} \) of "participant-existing object" associations representing facts of activated existing objects usages, represents the union of all \( R_{PEI}(a) \) sets

\[
R_{PEI} = \bigcup_{a \in A} R_{PEI}(a).
\]

Total set \( R_{PE} \) of "participant-existing object" associations represents the union of \( R_{PFA} \) and \( R_{PEI} \) sets. Finally, total set \( R_{PO} \) of "participant-object" associations for the entire DAD represents the union of all "participant-generated object" and "participant-existing object" associations, i.e.

\[
R_{PO} = R_{PG} \cup R_{PE} = R_{PGO} \cup R_{PGI} \cup R_{PFA} \cup R_{PEI}.
\]

The previous rule is relevant for the \( <\text{STOCKMAN}, \text{Pack&Control}, \text{StockItem}> \) triplet in the sample DAD. Its application will result in the creation of one association in the target CDM between classes \( \text{STOCKMAN} \) and \( \text{StockItem}_\text{Collecting} \) that correspond to the given participant and existing object activation.

Some action having an activated existing object as the input object may change its state and such object can be used in other subsequent actions. This case is not depicted in the sample DAD, but it is possible. By dividing the \( \text{Pack&Control} \) action into two separate subsequent actions, Check and Pack, each prepared stock item will be firstly checked before packing, i.e. action Check will change the state of each activated object from prepared to checked. It is the same activated existing object, but in different states. Since different states are represented by different attribute values, this case doesn’t affect the structure of the target CDM and there is no need for additional associations (analogy with generated objects usage).
4.4. Automated generation of object-object associations

The second group of associations is object-object associations, i.e. associations between classes representing business objects. They can be automatically generated based on actions that have both input and output objects by direct mapping of these actions into the respective associations.

Actions with input and output objects may be classified based on the number of different types of input and output objects. There are several possible situations (Fig. 7) and they are as follows: (i) single input - single output (SISO) actions, (ii) multi input - single output (MISO) actions, (iii) single input - multi output (SIMO) actions, and (iv) multi input - multi output (MIMO) actions.

In the sample DAD, an example of SISO actions is the HeaderCreation action, since it has input object(s) of exactly one type (Request) and output object(s) of exactly one type (OrderHeader). In the given example, each execution of this action takes exactly one customer’s request and creates exactly one order header. However, generally it is possible that some SISO action takes more than one input object of the same type and/or has more than one output object of the same type, which is denoted by the weight attribute. Although the Confirmation, Cancelation, Acceptance and Delivering actions have the input and output objects of exactly one type, they don’t belong to the SISO category since each of these actions has input and output objects of the same type (they only change the objects’ states). Such actions have already been covered by the previous rules (Rule 4 and Rule 6).

The Specification action represents the first example of MISO actions in the sample DAD. This action, which has input objects of two different types (OrderHeader and CatalogItem), results in the creation of one or many objects of the third type (OrderDetail). The second MISO action is the Pack&Control action, also having input objects of two different types (OrderHeader and StockItem) and resulting in the creation of one object of the third type (Delivery). Although the Collecting action has input objects of two different types (OrderDetail and StockItem), it doesn’t belong to the MISO category. It represents the activation of the StockItem objects (already covered by Rule 5) and actually belongs to the SISO category (one or many stock items are prepared for each confirmed order detail).

Fig. 7. Classification of actions: (a) SISO, (b) MISO, (c) SIMO, and (d) MIMO
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There are no SIMO and MIMO examples in the sample DAD, but they are possible. For example, in the production unit of the given business system, separation of some mixture into its components constitutes a SIMO action. Such action has object(s) of exactly one type (mixture) and as many different types of output objects as there are different types of components in the mixture. If we add machine(s) required for the separation (machine, as an existing object, will constitute an additional input object), or some previously prepared containers for packing separated components (prepared containers, be they generated and/or activated existing objects, will also constitute additional input objects), then such SIMO action becomes a MIMO action.

Generally, input objects may be: (i) generated \((i_{oD} \in O_D)\), (ii) activated existing \((i_{oA} \in O_A^A)\), i.e. existing objects that have been already activated by some previous action in the given business process, and (iii) non-activated existing \((i_{oX} \in O_X^X)\), i.e. existing objects that have not been activated in the given business process. On the other hand, output objects may be: (i) generated \((o_{oG})\), and (ii) activated existing \((o_{oA})\). Classes \(e_G \in E_G\) and \(e_X \in E_X\) in the target CDM, corresponding to generated and non-activated existing objects, respectively, are created by Rule 2 (extraction of objects), while classes \(e_A \in E_A\), corresponding to activated existing objects, are created by Rule 5 (activation of existing objects). These classes will constitute the source and target classes in the mapping of SISO, MISO, SIMO and MIMO actions into the corresponding object-object associations.

**SISO actions.** Firstly we will consider SISO actions. SISO cases and the corresponding transformation rules are illustrated in Fig. 8.

**Fig. 8.** Illustration of transformation rules for SISO actions.
Each output object (be it generated or activated existing) depends on as many input objects as is the weight of the given input object flow. Thus, if the weight of the corresponding input object flow equals "1", then the given output object depends on exactly one input object and the multiplicity of the respective source association end (corresponding to the input object) is exactly "1". If the input weight equals "***", then the given output object depends on many input objects and the multiplicity of the respective source association end is "***". If the input weight is a literal $n$ $(n > 1)$, then the given output object depends on exactly $n$ input objects (like personal data containing data about two cities, where the first city represents the place of birth, while the second city represents the place of residence). In that case we have exactly $n$ associations, where each association has the source end multiplicity equal to "1".

If the input object(s) is/are non-activated existing object(s), i.e. $io_X$, then the target end multiplicity (which corresponds to the output object) of each association always equals "***" and doesn’t depend on the weight of the output object flow, because even in cases when the output weight is exactly "1", with time, the same existing input object may be used in the creation/activation of many output objects.

If the input object(s) is/are generated or activated existing object(s), i.e. $io_G$ or $io_A$, then the target end multiplicity depends only on the weight of the output object flow. If the output weight is exactly "1", then exactly one output object depends on $io_G$ or $io_A$ and the target end multiplicity should be exactly "1". Otherwise, the target end multiplicity should be "***" because more than one output object depend on given input object(s).

Rule 7. (Object-object associations for SISO actions) Let $a \in A$ be a SISO action with input object(s) $io \in O_G \cup O_X \cup O_A$ and output object(s) $oo \in O_O$, where $if \in F_I$ and $of \in F_O$ represent corresponding input and output object flows whose weights are denoted by $w_{if}$ and $w_{of}$, respectively. Rule $T_{siso}^{oo}$ maps SISO tuple $(io, if, a, of, oo)$ into set $R_{siso}^{oo}(a)$ containing exactly $n \in \mathbb{N}$ associations between classes $e_{IO}$ and $e_{OO}$:

$$R_{siso}^{oo}(a) = \{ r^{(j)}_{oo} \in R \mid r^{(j)}_{oo} = T_{oo}^{siso}(\langle io, if, a, of, oo \rangle), j = 1, ..., n \}$$

$$T_{oo}^{siso}(\langle io, if, a, of, oo \rangle) \overset{def}{=} R_{oo}^{\ast} \left( name(r_{oo}) = name(a) \land \right.$$

$\left( \text{memberEnd}(r_{oo}) = \{ \text{source}, \text{target} \} \land \right.$

$\left. \text{type}(source) = e_{IO} \land \text{multiplicity}(source) = m_s \land \right.$

$\left. \text{type}(target) = e_{OO} \land \text{multiplicity}(target) = m_t \right)$,

where the corresponding source and target classes $e_{IO}$ and $e_{OO}$ are given with:

$$e_{IO} = \begin{cases} e_G, & io \in O_G \\ e_X, & io \in O_X^n \\ e_A, & io \in O_A^n \end{cases}$$

$$e_{OO} = \begin{cases} e_G, & oo \in O_G \\ e_A, & oo \in O_A^n \end{cases}$$

while the corresponding source and target association end multiplicities and the total number of associations are as follows:
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\[ m_s = \begin{cases} \ast, & w_{of} = \ast \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad m_t = \begin{cases} \ast, & w_{of} \neq 1 \lor io \in O_X^o \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad n = \begin{cases} 1, & w_{of} \in \{1, \ast\} \\ w_{of}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

Application of the previous rule to the first sample SISO action (Header-Creation) will result in the creation of a binary association between the classes corresponding to the input and output objects (Request and OrderHeader) with the "1:1" cardinality since both input and output objects are generated and the weight of corresponding object flows equals "1". Application to the de facto SISO action (Collecting) will result in the creation of a binary association between the class corresponding to the input object (OrderDetail) and class corresponding to the activation of the output object (StockItem_Collecting) with the "1:*" cardinality, since the input is a generated object and the output is an activated existing object, while the weights of the corresponding object flows are "1" and "*", respectively.

MISO actions. Each MISO action has input objects of more than one type and it creates output objects of exactly one type. Since all input objects are required for the start of an action, we assume that the output object(s) depend(s) on all these input objects, i.e. output object(s) is/are directly related to each of the input objects. For example, in the sample DAD (Pack&Control), each delivery (represented by output object type Delivery) is related to one order (represented by the first input object type OrderHeader) and contains many items (represented by the second input object type StockItem). Similarly, for the second sample MISO action (Specification), all order details (represented by output object type OrderDetail) belong to a particular order (represented by the first input object type OrderHeader) and each of them is specified based on a concrete catalog item (represented by the second input object type CatalogItem). This implies that SISO rule \( T_{O,O}^{siso} \) should be independently applied to each input object(s) - output object(s) pair of MISO action, as depicted in Fig. 9 (a).

Fig. 9. Application of SISO transformation rule for MISO (a) and SIMO (b) actions
Rule 8. *(Object-object associations for MISO actions)* Let \( a \in A \) be a MISO action with \( m \in \mathbb{N} \) different types of input objects \( \text{io}_1, \ldots, \text{io}_m, \text{io} \in \mathcal{O}_I \) and output objects \( \text{oo}_1, \ldots, \text{oo}_m \in \mathcal{O}_O \), where \( \text{io}_1, \ldots, \text{io}_m \in \mathcal{I}_I \) and \( \text{oo} \in \mathcal{O}_O \) constitute the corresponding input and output object flows, respectively. Let \( \mathcal{M}(a) = \{ \{ \text{io}_k, \text{if}_k, \text{a}, \text{of}_k, \text{oo}_k \}, 1 \leq k \leq m \} \) be the set of all SISO tuples for the given action \( a \in A \). Rule \( \mathcal{T}^{\text{miso}}_O \) maps the \( \mathcal{M}(a) \) set into the \( \mathcal{R}^{\text{miso}}_O(a) \) set of corresponding associations for the given action:

\[
\mathcal{T}^{\text{miso}}_O : \mathcal{DAD}(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{O}, \mathcal{F}) \mapsto \mathcal{CM}(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{R}) \overset{\text{def}}{\iff} \mathcal{R}^{\text{miso}}_O(a) = \mathcal{T}^{\text{miso}}_O(\mathcal{M}(a))
\]

\[
\mathcal{R}^{\text{miso}}_O(a) = \bigcup_{1 \leq k \leq m} \mathcal{R}^{(k)}_O(a), \quad \mathcal{R}^{(k)}_O(a) = \mathcal{T}^{\text{miso}}_O(\{ \text{io}_k, \text{if}_k, \text{a}, \text{of}_k, \text{oo}_k \}).
\]

The \( \mathcal{T}^{\text{miso}}_O \) rule is a general rule relevant to all single output actions, since a SISO action is just a special case of MISO actions \((m = 1)\).

Application of the previous rule to the first MISO action *(Pack&Control)* in the sample DAD will result in the creation of two binary associations: (i) "1:1" association between classes corresponding to the input *(OrderHeader)* and output object *(Delivery)*, and (ii) "*:1" association between the class corresponding to the activation of input objects *(StockItem_Collecting)* and the class corresponding to the output object *(Delivery)*. Similarly, application to the second sample SIMO action *(Specification)* will result in the creation of the following two binary associations: (i) "1:*" association between classes corresponding to the input *(OrderHeader)* and output object *(OrderDetail)*, and (ii) "1:*" association between classes corresponding to the input *(CatalogItem)* and output object *(OrderDetail)*.

**SIMO actions.** A SIMO action has input objects of exactly one type and output objects of more than one different type. Since the given action is to result in the creation/activation of all output objects, we assume that each output object is directly related to the given input object(s). This implies that SISO rule \( \mathcal{T}^{\text{simo}}_O \) should also be independently applied to each input object(s) - output object(s) pair of a SIMO action, as illustrated in Fig. 9 (b).

Rule 9. *(Object-object associations for SIMO actions)* Let \( a \in A \) be a SIMO action with input object(s) \( \text{io} \in \mathcal{O}_I \) as well as \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) different types of output objects \( \text{oo}_1, \ldots, \text{oo}_n \in \mathcal{O}_O \), where \( \text{io} \in \mathcal{I}_I \) and \( \text{oo}_1, \ldots, \text{oo}_n \in \mathcal{O}_O \) represent the corresponding input and output object flows, respectively. Let \( \mathcal{M}(a) = \{ \{ \text{io}, \text{if}, a, \text{of}_k, \text{oo}_k \}, 1 \leq k \leq n \} \) be the set of all SISO tuples for the given action \( a \in A \). Rule \( \mathcal{T}^{\text{simo}}_O \) maps the \( \mathcal{M}(a) \) set into the \( \mathcal{R}^{\text{simo}}_O(a) \) set of corresponding associations for the given action:

\[
\mathcal{T}^{\text{simo}}_O : \mathcal{DAD}(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{O}, \mathcal{F}) \mapsto \mathcal{CM}(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{R}) \overset{\text{def}}{\iff} \mathcal{R}^{\text{simo}}_O(a) = \mathcal{T}^{\text{simo}}_O(\mathcal{M}(a))
\]

\[
\mathcal{R}^{\text{simo}}_O(a) = \bigcup_{1 \leq k \leq n} \mathcal{R}^{(k)}_O(a), \quad \mathcal{R}^{(k)}_O(a) = \mathcal{T}^{\text{simo}}_O(\{ \text{io}, \text{if}, a, \text{of}_k, \text{oo}_k \}).
\]
MIMO actions. A MIMO action has $m \in \mathbb{N}$ different types of input and $n \in \mathbb{N}$ different types of output objects.

Following the same analogy as for MISO actions, we can conclude that each output object of MIMO action depends on each input object. This implies that each MIMO action can be considered as a set of $n$ concurrent MISO actions. For example, a supposed MIMO action (separation of components) can be treated as a set of several MISO actions such that each MISO action represent extraction of one component from the input mixture. In this way each separated component depends on the input mixture as well as the separation machine. Similarly, following the same analogy as for SIMO actions, each MIMO action can also be considered as a set of $m$ concurrent SIMO actions.

Since each MISO action can be considered as a set of $m$ SISO actions, each MIMO action can be considered as a set of $m \times n$ SISO actions. Consequently, the $T_{\text{SIMO}}$ rule should be applied to all these SISO tuples of a MIMO action.

Rule 10. (Object-object associations for MIMO actions) Let $a \in A$ be a MIMO action with $m \in \mathbb{N}$ different types of input objects $i_0, \ldots, i_m \in \mathcal{I}$ and $n \in \mathbb{N}$ different types of output objects $o_0, \ldots, o_n \in \mathcal{O}$, where $i_{f_1}, \ldots, i_{f_m} \in \mathcal{F}$ and $o_{f_1}, \ldots, o_{f_n} \in \mathcal{F}$ constitute the corresponding input and output object flows, respectively. Let $M(a) = \langle \langle i_{f_j}, i_{f_j}, a, o_{f_k}, o_{f_k} \rangle \rangle, 1 \leq j \leq m, 1 \leq k \leq n \rangle$ be the set of all SISO tuples for the given action $a \in A$. Rule $T_{\text{MIMO}}$ maps the $M(a)$ set into the $R_{\text{MIMO}}(a)$ set of corresponding associations for the given action:

$$T_{\text{MIMO}}: \mathcal{DAD}(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{O}, \mathcal{F}) \mapsto \mathcal{CM}(\mathcal{E}, \mathcal{R}) \overset{\text{def}}{=} R_{\text{MIMO}}(a) = T_{\text{MIMO}}(M(a)).$$

$$R_{\text{MIMO}}(a) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \bigcup_{1 \leq j \leq m, 1 \leq k \leq n} R_{\text{MIMO}}^{(j,k)}(a), \quad R_{\text{MIMO}}^{(j,k)}(a) = T_{\text{SIMO}}(\langle i_{f_j}, i_{f_j}, a, o_{f_k}, o_{f_k} \rangle).$$

MISO and SIMO actions represent special cases of MIMO actions (for MISO actions $n = 1$, for SIMO actions $m = 1$). Consequently, the aforementioned Rule 10 (MIMO actions) and basic Rule 7 (SISO actions) constitute general rules for mapping actions with both input and output objects into the corresponding object-object associations.

4.5. Order of application of the rules

The process of the automated CDM design, i.e. the proper order of application of the rules, is determined by the mutual dependence of the rules. Generally, the rules that create classes are to be applied before the rules for automated generation of associations since the associations cannot be generated if there are no previously generated classes. However, some rules are mutually independent and can be applied in any order.

More concretely, the rules that create classes for the extracted participants (Rule 1) and objects (Rule 2) are to be applied before the rules for automated generation of associations (Rules 3-10). These two rules for automated generation of classes can be applied in any order due to their mutual independence.
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The rules for automated generation of participant-generated object (Rules 3-4) and participant-existing object (Rules 5-6) associations are also mutually independent and can be applied in any order, too. It is only important that the rule for mapping activation of existing objects (Rule 5) be applied before the rule for the usage of activated existing objects (Rule 6).

The rules for automated generation of participant-object associations (particularly Rule 5) are to be applied before the rules for automated generation of object-object associations (Rules 7-10) since the rule for mapping activation of existing objects results in the creation of an activation class that may be used in automated generation of object-object associations.

Finally, the automated generation of all object-object associations can be performed by applying the MIMO rule (Rule 10) that uses the basic SISO rule (Rule 7).

5. Experimental Results

Automated generator. The target automated generator of the initial CDM is implemented as a Topcased\textsuperscript{7} [38] plugin named ADBdesign whose prototype has already been presented in [7]. This improved release implements all previously formally specified rules.

The functionality of the Topcased platform and the implemented generator is based on the standard UML2 Eclipse plugin as the EMF\textsuperscript{8} - based [8] implementation of the UML 2.1 specification for the Eclipse platform, which enables visual UML modeling, as well as the program generation of UML diagrams, and ensures a satisfactory visualization of automatically generated diagrams. Each UML diagram in the Topcased model is represented by two files of the same name, but different extensions. The .uml file contains the XMI\textsuperscript{9} representation of the diagram, while the .umldi file describes its visualization.

The implementation is based on the combination of the DOM XML parser for the source diagram analysis and the UML2 factory [17] for the target diagram generation. The generator processes the source .uml file containing the DAD description and generates the target .uml file containing the CDM representation. The visualization of the automatically generated CDM, i.e. generation of the corresponding .umldi file, is performed by using the integrated Topcased functionality for the automatic visualization.

\textsuperscript{6} As previously mentioned, MISO and SIMO actions are special cases of MIMO actions and, consequently, all object-object associations can be generated by applying the MIMO rule.

\textsuperscript{7} Toolkit in OPen-source for Critical Application & SystEms Development

\textsuperscript{8} Eclipse Modeling Framework

\textsuperscript{9} XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) [25] is the OMG standard for platform independent metadata interchange enabling the serialization of MOF (Meta-Object Facility)-based models and metamodels into XML and vice versa, the visualization of MOF-based models and metamodels from XML.
Automatically generated sample CDM. The implemented generator has been applied to the sample DAD (Fig. 2). The visualization result of the automatically created CDM is depicted in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Automatically generated CDM based on sample DAD

The implemented generator has created all 11 classes, as was expected during the analysis of the sample DAD, and they are as follows: (i) four classes corresponding to the participants, (ii) four classes corresponding to the generated objects, (iii) two classes corresponding to the existing objects, and (iv) one class corresponding to the activation of the existing objects. An overview of all automatically generated classes is given in Table 1.

The implemented generator has created all 22 associations, as was expected based on the analysis of the sample DAD. An overview of all automatically generated associations is given in Table 2.

Table 1. Overview of automatically generated classes based on sample DAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Automatically generated classes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1: $T_P$ (participants)</td>
<td>$E_P = { \text{CUSTOMER, COMMERCIAL, STOCKMAN, DRIVER} } $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2: $T_O$ (generated objects)</td>
<td>$E_Q = { \text{Request, OrderHeader, OrderDetail, Delivery} } $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2: $T_X$ (existing objects)</td>
<td>$E_X = { \text{CatalogItem, StockItem} } $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5: $T_{PEA}$ (activation of existing objects)</td>
<td>$E_A = { \text{StockItem_Collecting} } $</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The first group of generated associations is *participant-object* associations and they are as follows: (i) four associations corresponding to the creation of generated objects (Rule 3: $T_{PGO}$), (ii) nine associations corresponding to the usage of generated objects (Rule 4: $T_{PGI}$), (iii) two associations related to the activation of existing objects (Rule 5: $T_{(2)}^{PEA}$ and $T_{(3)}^{PEA}$), and (iv) one association corresponding to the usage of activated existing objects (Rule 6: $T_{PEI}$).

The second group of generated associations is *object-object* associations and they are as follows: (i) two associations corresponding to the SISO actions (Rule 7: $T_{siso}^{OO}$), and (ii) four associations corresponding to the MISO actions (Rule 8: $T_{miso}^{OO}$).

Table 2. Overview of automatically generated associations based on sample DAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>source</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>target</th>
<th>cardinality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#3 ($T_{PGO}$)</td>
<td>CUSTOMER</td>
<td>Requesting</td>
<td>Request</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>HeaderCreation</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUSTOMER</td>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 ($T_{PGI}$)</td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>HeaderCreation</td>
<td>Request</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUSTOMER</td>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>Confirmation</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>Cancelation</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMMERCIAL</td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DRIVER</td>
<td>Delivering</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUSTOMER</td>
<td>Reception</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 ($T_{(2)}^{PEA}$)</td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#6 ($T_{PEI}$)</td>
<td>STOCKMAN</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7 ($T_{siso}^{OO}$)</td>
<td>Request</td>
<td>HeaderCreation</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>1:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
<td>Collecting</td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#8 ($T_{miso}^{OO}$)</td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CatalogItem</td>
<td>Specification</td>
<td>OrderDetail</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OrderHeader</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>1:*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>StockItem_Collecting</td>
<td>Pack&amp;Control</td>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td><em>:</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualitative evaluation. The fact that the implemented generator has generated all classes and associations, as was expected during the identification of semantic capacity of the DAD and application of formal rules to the sample DAD, proves that the generator has been implemented in accordance with formal rules, but doesn’t prove that the automatically generated CDM is appro-
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appropriate for the given business system, nor does it show the degree of compliance with some manually designed CDM for the same business system. Hence, an evaluation of the automatically generated CDM will be more desirable and more important as well.

Presently there are only few implemented automated CDM generators taking UML AD as the basis. Besides our recent 
\textit{ADBdesign} prototype \cite{7} and ATL\textsuperscript{10}-based implementations \cite{5,6} with modest achievements in automated generation of associations, as far as we know, there is only one (QVT\textsuperscript{11}-based) implementation \cite{31}. Due to its ability only for automated generation of classes corresponding to business process participants and business objects, we are unable to compare our generator with others in automated CDM design based on the same referent business models.

On the other hand, it is possible to compare an automatically generated CDM with a manually designed CDM for the same business system. However, following the well-known Conway’s law \cite{13}, independent work of several database designers will result in the creation of several different CDMs for the same system, and according to Date \cite{14}, the problem of finding the logical design that is incontestably the right one is still a rather intractable problem. Consequently, the objectivity of comparison of the given automatically generated CDM with some manually designed CDM for the same system is questionable since the degree of compliance will differ from one case to another. Thus, in order to obtain some reliable evaluation of the automatically generated CDM, we will evaluate its usability from the database designer’s point of view, i.e. whether the automatically generated concepts are suitable and correctly generated to be retained in the design of the target CDM for the given business system. A similar case study-based qualitative evaluation was also used for the evaluation of NLP-based approach by Chen \cite{10} and later by some other authors.

\textit{Evaluation of automatically generated classes.} All classes corresponding to the participants and business objects are suitable and could be retained without any change (existence of both classes \texttt{CatalogItem} and \texttt{StockItem} is also acceptable, for example in case of different series of the same product type, etc.). Even activation class \texttt{StockItem_Collecting}, despite its "synthetic" name, is also acceptable to be retained but with a changed name since it actually represents the delivery details, i.e. delivered items. Hence, all automatically generated classes could be retained in the target CDM.

The previous considerations and preliminary experimental results of the generator’s application to several different DADs in different business domains as well, imply that: (i) implemented generator doesn’t "overgenerate" classes, i.e. there are no classes that could be considered as surplus, and (ii) synthetic naming of activation classes, which usually differs from the naming in manual CDM design, doesn’t have a substantial importance for some generated classes to be considered as unacceptable to be retained in the target CDM.

\textsuperscript{10} ATLAS Transformation Language \cite{18}  
\textsuperscript{11} Query/View/Transformation \cite{26}
Preliminary experimental results also imply that the identified semantic capacity of the DAD and formally specified transformation rules cover the automated generation of the majority of classes of the target CDM. Other classes, such as subclasses, unions, components and other advanced (EER) concepts, are the subject of future work.

**Evaluation of automatically generated associations.** All four associations corresponding to the creations of generated objects (Rule 3), as well as both associations of the activation class with the classes corresponding to the given participant and existing object (Rule 5), are completely appropriate and could be retained in the target CDM without any change.

Some of the participant-object associations that correspond to the usage of generated objects (Rule 4) may be considered as redundant associations in the automatically generated CDM. For example, the HeaderCreation association between classes COMMERCIAL and Request is redundant, since these two classes are also associated via the OrderHeader class and corresponding associations that are more significant. Similarly, the Specification association between classes CUSTOMER and OrderHeader is redundant since these classes are also associated via the OrderDetail class, as well as the Collecting association between classes STOCKMAN and OrderDetail since they are also associated via the StockItem_Collecting class. These three redundant associations, although generated with correct cardinalities, may be considered as overgenerated, i.e. surplus. Although they may constitute a surplus, it is better that the generator automatically generates them since it is easier for the designer to remove some surplus concept from the automatically generated model that is not incorrectly generated, than to add some new concept (database designers sometimes introduce redundant associations to achieve better performances in data retrieval, etc.).

Two of the six remaining associations corresponding to the usage of generated objects (Rule 4) are generated with partly incorrect cardinalities. Both (Cancelation and Acceptance) have the source end multiplicity equal to ”1”. Although that could be corrected by changing the incorrect source end multiplicities to ”0..1” in both associations (e.g. some order may be canceled, but not necessarily), it is better to consider one of them as surplus and remove it (both associations are related to the fact of cancelation/acceptance and only one of them is sufficient). In this way, the remaining association will be completely appropriate and could be retained in the target CDM without any change. Hence, one of these two associations is incorrect and constitutes a real surplus in the target CDM. This flaw is related to some control patterns (e.g. decision/merge and fork/join) that are presently not covered and will be part of future work.

The other four associations corresponding to the usage of generated objects are completely appropriate and could be retained in the target CDM without any change.

Previous considerations related to the associations corresponding to the usage of generated objects are also relevant to the associations corresponding to the usage of activated existing objects (Rule 6). There is only one such associ-
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ation in the automatically generated sample CDM. Since it is redundant, it may be also considered as overgenerated.

Both object-object associations corresponding to the SISO actions in the sample DAD (Rule 7), as well as all four associations corresponding to the MISO actions (Rule 8), are completely appropriate and could be retained in the target CDM without any change (even "1:*" cardinality of the Collecting association is acceptable, for example in case when many delivered items with their own serial numbers correspond to the same order detail). Hence, all six object-object associations are correct and appropriate to be retained in the target CDM.

The preliminary experimental results of the generator's application to several different DADs in different business domains as well, imply that: (i) implemented generator "overgenerates" only small number of participant-object associations corresponding to the usage of generated and activated existing objects (these associations truly exist, but they are redundant and could be removed manually or retained for some other reason), and (ii) implemented generator generates (but not necessarily) some partly incorrect surplus associations in case of some control patterns (e.g. decision/merge and fork/join).

The preliminary results also imply that the identified semantic capacity of the DAD and formally specified transformation rules cover the automated generation of the majority of associations of the target CDM. Some of them (e.g. generalizations) presently may be considered as the subject of further transformations of the automatically generated initial CDM and they will be part of future work.

It is possible that some object-object associations cannot be automatically generated based on one single DAD, but they should exist in the target CDM. However, bearing in mind that the future generator will process the business model of the whole business system (business model of an entire business system contains several DADs representing several different business processes), it is possible that some of the missing object-object associations will be automatically generated based on other DADs. For example, in the target CDM for the given business system, classes CatalogItem and StockItem should be associated with "1:*" cardinality. This association cannot be automatically generated based on sample DAD, but it will be generated based on the DAD representing the production in the given business system.

Quantitative evaluation. All previously implemented CDM generators (as already mentioned, there are only few implementations) are presented without corresponding quantitative evaluation results.

There are several measures adopted for the evaluation of NLP-based CDM generators. We have adopted some of them that were introduced by Harmain & Gaizauskas [16] and Omar et al. [29] to perform the quantitative evaluation of the implemented generator based on the sample CDM.

Recall represents the percentage of all concepts in the target CDM that is automatically generated (percentage of all classes that is automatically
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generated and percentage of all associations that is automatically generated). According to [29], it may be defined as

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{N_{\text{correct}}}{N_{\text{correct}} + N_{\text{missing}}} \times 100\% , \]

where \( N_{\text{correct}} \) represents the number of correctly generated concepts, while \( N_{\text{missing}} \) represents the number of concepts in the target model that are not automatically generated.

**Precision** represents the percentage of correctly generated concepts in the automatically generated CDM (percentage of correctly generated classes and percentage of correctly generated associations). According to [16], it may be defined as

\[ \text{Precision} = \frac{N_{\text{correct}}}{N_{\text{correct}} + N_{\text{incorrect}}} \times 100\% , \]

where \( N_{\text{incorrect}} \) represents the number of incorrectly generated concepts, while \( N_{\text{correct}} \) is the same as previous.

Basic metrics and calculated measures for the sample CDM are given in Table 3, where \( N_{\text{generated}} \) represents the total number of automatically generated concepts, while others are same as previous. Number of correctly generated associations is given as 17+4, since all 21 associations are evaluated as correct, but four of them may be considered as surplus. Just one association is evaluated as incorrect and just one association is missing.

The preliminary quantitative evaluation results, after the application of the implemented generator to several different DADs in different business domains, imply that the proposed approach has very high overall **recall** and **precision**, usually 90-100%. An extensive and objectified evaluation of the approach, based on statistically reliable number of models and with statistically reliable number of designers, will be part of future work.

**Table 3.** Quantitative evaluation based on sample CDM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Metrics &amp; Measures</th>
<th>( N_{\text{generated}} )</th>
<th>( N_{\text{correct}} )</th>
<th>( N_{\text{incorrect}} )</th>
<th>( N_{\text{missing}} )</th>
<th>Recall [%]</th>
<th>Precision [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associations</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17+4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Related Work

Although the idea of CDM design based on the business model is not very new, there are only few papers presenting the implemented automatic generator and providing experimental results, while the others just give the method overview.

The target CDM in our approach is represented by the UML CD. However, the CD is dominantly used for modeling the static structure of software systems at different levels of abstraction with different degrees of implementation...
In the context of model driven software development, the CD is used from the analysis level, which is computationally independent, to the platform specific level. The analysis level CD is usually also called domain model and corresponds to the initial conceptual model of the relational database that is the subject of our paper. Consequently, this survey of related work covers more widely the automated generation of the CD based on business models without restriction only to the UML AD that represents the source model in our approach.

Garcia Molina et al. were the first to propose an approach to the transition from AD-based business models to the initial conceptual model [15]. They proposed the direct mapping of all information objects (business objects) from the AD into the respective classes in the target CD and creation of class associations based on the business rules informally specified in the supplementary glossary, which is not a suitable basis for automatic generation.

Besides the mapping of business objects, Rodriguez et al. proposed the mapping of all business process participants into the corresponding classes in CDM, and provided the corresponding QVT-based implementation [31]. That was the first automatic CD generator based on AD, although it had the ability only to generate classes. They also proposed some refinement rules for further transformations and creation of composite aggregations of automatically generated classes corresponding to partitions and superpartitions.

Following the previous two approaches, Suarez et al. proposed an improvement in creating class associations [37]. They proposed creating associations for actions that have input and output objects by the direct mapping of these actions into respective associations between the classes corresponding to input and output objects. This proposal can be used for the automated generation of associations, but has limitations related to the automated generation of association multiplicity since they didn’t propose any explicit rule.

Yet another paper [2] takes the UML AD as the basis for the creation of the CD. Proposing the mapping of the whole AD into the one single class, this paper doesn’t belong to the group of all previous papers since such mapping isn’t suitable if the AD is used for business process modeling.

The majority of related papers take the AD as the basis for CD design. However, there are also some other papers taking BPMN-based business process models as the basis, but presently they only provide guidelines [32] and ontology-based tool assistance [33] for the extraction of classes only.

The paper by Kamimura et al. [19] presents an approach to CDM design based on business model, but with source and target notations that differ from the approach presented in this paper. They propose a detailed algorithm for generating the E-R diagram using the well-disciplined IDEF0-based business model, but without an actual implementation.

In our previous papers, we firstly presented an example of the manual use-case-driven approach to CDM design based on the creation of classes corresponding to the extracted participants and business objects from the DAD and the creation of some participant-object associations [4]. This approach was the
basis for the ADBdesign prototype [7] and its equivalent ATL-based implementation [6]. However, these attempts had flaws regarding the cardinality of the generated associations since all business objects were treated without making a distinction between existing and generated objects. Additionally, in these papers the semantic capacity of UML AD was not sufficiently identified to enable definition of the transformation rules for automated generation of object-object associations. Recently, we have been considering the semantic capacity of object flows and actions for automated generation of associations and have performed an analysis related to: (i) the nature of action nodes based on the number of different types of input and output objects, and (ii) the weight of object flows. By introducing the classification of actions into SISO, MISO, SIMO and MIMO actions and making a distinction between existing and generated input objects, we have defined the formal rules for generation of object-object associations [5]. However, in that paper we did not consider the activation of existing objects and the subsequent usage of activated existing objects.

This paper includes the results from our previous papers in the field and further develops and more completely and thoroughly presents the entire approach to automated design of the initial CDM based on the business process model represented by the DAD, by covering: (i) the extraction of business process participants and business objects, followed by the automated generation of corresponding classes, (ii) the extraction of action nodes and object flows, followed by the automated generation of participant-object and object-object associations with respect to the distinction between generated business objects (business objects that are generated in the given business process) and existing business objects (business objects that are not generated in the given business process and exist independently of the given business process), as well as the activation of existing objects and the subsequent usage of activated existing objects in the given business process.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Inspired by some previous papers presenting approaches to CDM design based on business process models, that have mainly resulted in the automated generation of classes and limited set of their associations in the CD representing the CDM, the main objective of our research is the identification of the semantic capacity of the AD and the definition of rules for automated CDM design.

We have identified the part of the UML metamodel that is commonly used for AD-based business process modeling (we use the DAD term), as well as the part commonly used for the CD-based CDM. Based on formal definitions of the source DAD and target CD and some previous proposals, we have firstly defined two formal rules for the automated extraction of participants and business objects and creation of corresponding classes.

By following the recently made distinction between existing and generated business objects, we have considered their typical occurrences in business processes and defined four rules for automated generation of participant-object associations.
associations. Two of them cover typical manipulations with generated objects (creation and subsequent usage of created objects), while the other two formal rules cover typical manipulations with existing objects (activation and subsequent usage of activated objects).

Introduction of the activation concept enables a similar treatment of activated existing objects and generated objects and enables the application of rules for automated generation of object-object associations as well. We have defined four formal rules for automated generation of object-object associations covering four possible cases (SISO, MISO, SIMO, MIMO) of actions having input and output objects. Since MISO and SIMO actions represent special cases of MIMO actions, each action with input and output objects is considered as a MIMO action and treated as a set of concurrent SISO actions. Such assumption enables the SISO rule to constitute the basic rule that can be applied to each action with input and output objects.

Based on these formal rules we have implemented an automated CDM generator as a Topcased plug-in named ADBdesign. The implemented generator has been applied to the sample business process model. The results of the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the generator’s application to the sample model, as well as the preliminary results of application to some other business process models in different business domains, show that the generator is able to generate a very high percentage of the target CDM (recall usually exceeds 90%) and has a very high precision (over 90% of all automatically generated concepts are usually correct). The performed analysis proves that the UML AD has the semantic capacity for automated generation of the proper structure of the target CDM.

All formal rules for automated CDM design have been defined for UML AD-based business process models. Since all these rules have been derived based on typical business process patterns and typical usages of business objects in business processes, they can also be easily adopted for application to some other business process modeling notations.

The future work will be focused on the extension of the covered UML metamodel for business model representation and further identification of its semantic capacity for automated CDM design. The influence of control patterns, such as alternative (decision/merge) and concurrent control flows (fork/join), which are presently not considered, will also be part of future work.

Presently, the implemented generator is able to process only one single DAD representing the business model of one business process in the business system. The future work will be also focused on extending formal rules to the whole business model (business system typically has more than one business process and the corresponding business model usually contains more than one DAD) and implementing the automated CDM generator that will be able to process whole business model and automatically generate the CDM for the whole business system.
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